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is the judgment of the mind of the course taken or to be
taken. No man is born with a ready stock of knowledge on
any subject whatever; he has to learn all that he knows; his
learning is acquired with pain and difficulty. For him, as for
all,-t- he path of knowledge is strewn with many pitfalls, and
the seeker often slips. He holds a view for a period and
abandons it in favor of one which, as he believes, is more
true. His notions of science and art, if any, are seldom fixed
and unalterable; they grow, and are subject to weeding as well
as addition. Knowledge and the recognition of truth by the
intellect guide a man's actions in all his ways. With partial
truth he will adopt one mode of action; with fuller truth he
will adopt another.

Now, if conscience is but the intellect considering knowl-
edge in a certain order, it, too, must vary in proportion to the
knowledge it contemplates. But just as the mechanic seeks
guidance in his trade, so must the Christian seek guidance in
his faith. This cannot be evaded except by supposing that
conscience is a specially implanted faculty which cannot be
wrong. But for this view there is not a tittle of evidence, as
must be perfectly clear to anyone who looks about him. He
must perceive that the consciences of others vary much from
his own; it is scarcely too much to say that the consciences of
no two men are in all respects alike. T(his is true of Catho-
lics; their consciences are not, as is often said, like biscuits
taken from one box, all of a pattern. It follows that if men
are to be of one mind, as the Apostle admonishes, their faith
must be taught and not evolved from their own inner con-

sciousness. When God deigns to teach, His teachings must
of necessity lead captive our understanding. The servants of

God cannot pick and choose; the intellect may not reject a
dogma on the ground of difficulty or roughness to human
nature, nor on the other hand merely because it happens to be
pleasing to mind or body. A man must accept divine teach-

ing for no other reason but its truth. Truth cannot be attained


